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Construction of a new constrained instanton
in Yang-Mills-Higgs theory
F. R. Klinkhamer and J. Weller




A self-consistent ansatz is presented for a new four-dimensional euclidean solution (instanton)
in the vacuum sector of constrained SU(2) Yang-Mills-Higgs theory.
(submitted for publication in Nuclear Physics B)
A topological argument has been given [1] for the existence of a new instanton in the va-
cuum sector of euclidean SU(2) Yang-Mills-Higgs (YMH) theory, with a constraint added
to x the scale of the solution. The existence argument was based on the construction of
a suitable non-contractible loop (NCL) of 4-dimensional eld congurations. The basic
idea now is that by making appropriate modications of the conguration at the top of
that particular NCL one arrives at an exact solution of the eld equations. The present
paper gives the self-consistent ansatz for this new constrained instanton I?. Technically
the construction of I? is more complicated than for the related 3-dimensional sphaleron
solution S? [4], but the method is essentially the same.
Most likely, I? is the lowest action, non-trivial constrained instanton solution in the
vacuum sector of euclidean SU(2) YMH theory. As such it is expected to be of fundamen-
tal importance for the quantum eld theory of the electroweak interactions. In particular,
I? is believed to play a ro^le in the asymptotics of Feynman perturbation theory [5].
The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 describes briefly the theory con-
sidered. Section 3 presents the ansatz and Section 4 lists the symmetries, which are
crucial for the derivation. Section 5 gives the total action evaluated for the ansatz elds
and Section 6 explains how the ansatz leads to having a non-trivial solution of the eld
equations. Section 7, nally, gives a brief discussion of the potential physics applications
mentioned above. There are also three appendices. Appendix A puts the NCL of [1] in
a form appropriate for the construction of the ansatz in Section 3. Appendix B gives the
transformations of the ansatz functions under the residual gauge symmetry discussed in
Section 4. Appendix C, nally, gives the ansatz actiondensity of Section 5 in a compact
notation.
Here, the term \instanton" refers to any localized, nite action solution of the general eld equations
belonging to the euclidean action of the theory considered, not exclusively to solutions of certain rst
order self-duality conditions [2, 3].
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Consider a classical Yang-Mills theory, with non-Abelian gauge group SU(2) and gauge
coupling constant g, coupled to a Higgs scalar eld in the fundamental representation,
with vacuum expectation value v and quartic coupling constant . The two mass scales
of the theory are MW  12g v for the three W bosons and MH 
p
2 v for the single Higgs
scalar. The total euclidean action is
A = AYMH +AC ; (1)













!2 35 ; (2)
where W  @W − @W + [W;W ], D  (@ +W), W W a
a=(2i) and a are












with  an arbitrary positive constant (Lagrange multiplier) and % the \size" of the eld








 TrWW ; (5)





This particular choice for c reproduces the usual scale parameter of a BPST [2] instanton{
anti-instanton pair at innite separation. Of course, there are many other constraint
operators Od possible, as long as they have canonical mass dimension d > 4. Also, there
might, in principle, exist solutions where the single constraint operator (4) does not suce
and further terms need to be added.
Having dened the theory we proceed in three steps. First, we obtain for a given
positive value of  a solution W ?;? of the eld equations resulting from variations W ,
 of the total action A. Second, we solve for the scale %? = %?(;W ?;?), so that
A?C = 0 and A
? = A?YMH(;W
?;?), and eliminate  between %? and A?YMH. Third, with
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in [1, 6].
Here, we focus on the rst crucial step, namely to discover a non-trivial solution of
the eld equations belonging to the euclidean action (1). More specicially, we look for a







vanishing, i. e. a new constrained instanton in the vacuum sector.
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Dene cylindrical coordinates , ’, z and  in terms of the cartesian coordinates
(x1; x2; x3; x4)  ( cos’;  sin’; z;  )
and introduce a triad of matrices
u  sin’  2 + cos’  1
v  cos’  2 − sin’  1
w   3;







































f1 C2 = 4
z
X2
f2 C3 = 4
z
X2














f7 C8 = 4
z
X2







f10 C11 = 4
z
X3







h0 H1 = 2
z
X2
h1 H2 = 2

X
h2 H3 = h3 (9)
and
X2  x2 + x2a  
2 + z2 +  2 + x2a ;
for arbitrary parameter xa. The axial functions fi = fi(; z;  ) and hj = hj(; z;  ), with
i = 1; : : : ; 12 and j = 0; : : : ; 3, are non-singular and have reflection symmetry
fi(;−z;  ) = fi(; z;  )
hj(;−z;  ) = hj(; z;  ) : (10)
4
f1(0; z;  ) = f4(0; z;  )
−f2(0; z;  ) = f3(0; z;  ) : (11)
All axial functions have furthermore Neumann boundary conditions at  = 0
@fi(0; z;  ) = 0
@hj(0; z;  ) = 0 (12)

























(z2 − 2 +  2)=x2
 (z2 − 2 +  2)=x3
2( 2 + z2)=x2
0
−2=x
( 2 − 2 − z2)=x2
22=x3






(2 − z2 −  2)=x2
3777777777777777777777777777777777777777777775
: (13)
The ansatz (8) has, as will be explained in the next Section, a residual gauge symmetry,
which allows for the elimination of essentially three functions. One possible gauge choice
is the well-known radial gauge x^W = 0 :
C1 + C7 + C10 = C2 − C8 − C11 = C6 + C9 + C12 = 0 : (14)
This completes the description of the ansatz. Next, we study its symmetries and explain
the logic behind the construction.
The U(1) hypercharge gauge eld of the electroweak standard model can easily be included, just as
for the sphaleron S? [4].
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The ansatz of the previous Section has, by construction, several symmetries, which we
will now discuss.
4.1 Axial symmetry
Generally, scalar and vector elds transform under innitesimal coordinate transforma-
tions
x ! x +  (x) (15)
as follows:
(x) ! (x) +  IL(x) (16a)







In the present paper we will use a generalized form of invariance of the elds, namely by
allowing for a compensating internal symmetry transformation. In short, invariance need
only hold up to a gauge transformation (or any other internal symmetry transformation
for that matter).
The coordinate transformation relevant here is the rotation
x ! x + ’ R ; (18)
generated by the vector eld
R = (−x2; x1; 0; 0) (19)
and innitesimal parameter ’. It is then straightforward to verify the invariance of the
ansatz gauge elds (8) under the transformation (16b), with  replaced by ’ and  by
R, combined with the global gauge transformation
W !W − [W; 
3] ’ : (20)
For the scalar eld (8) there is in addition to the transformation (16a), again with 
replaced by ’ and  by R, a compensating transformation






which combines a global SU(2) gauge transformation with a U(1) phase transformation.
To conclude, the ansatz (8) has U(1) invariance under rotations in the x1,x2 plane.
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( )
Pxz ⊗ C ⊗Gc ; (22)
with Pxz the reflection operator (cartesian coordinates x1, x2, x3, x4 being written as x,

















(−x; y;−z;  ) ; (23)




C =  (24)
and Gc the operator implementing a global SU(2) gauge transformation with gauge pa-
rameter function Γ = −1, an element of the center of the group,
GcW = W
Gc = − : (25)
The second discrete symmetry of the ansatz acts only on the elds in the z = 0 plane













37777775 (−x;−y; 0;− ) ; (26)
provided the ansatz functions (9) obey the following conditions :
−f1(; 0;− ) = f1(; 0;  )
−f4(; 0;− ) = f4(; 0;  )
f5(; 0;− ) = f5(; 0;  )
f10(; 0;− ) = f10(; 0;  )
−h2(; 0;− ) = h2(; 0;  )
h3(; 0;− ) = h3(; 0;  ) : (27)
Note that the same parity reflection symmetry holds for the sphaleron S? [4], which
corresponds in fact to the z = 0 slice of I?.
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ize that particular NCL conguration, while respecting the axial and discrete symmetries
present. Details can be found in Appendix A.
4.3 Residual gauge symmetry
The axisymmetric ansatz (8) is form invariant under gauge transformations
W ! Γ (W + @) Γ
−1
 ! Γ  ; (28)
with gauge parameter function
Γ = exp (!1 u + !2 v + !3 w) ; (29)
where !a = !a(; z;  ). In order to maintain the discrete symmetries of the ansatz, there
are the following conditions :
!1(;−z;  ) = !1(; z;  )
−!2(;−z;  ) = !2(; z;  )
−!3(;−z;  ) = !3(; z;  )
−!1(; 0;− ) = !1(; 0;  ) : (30)
The explicit transformations of the coecient functions Ci and Hj are somewhat involved
and are given in Appendix B. As mentioned above, these residual gauge transformations
eliminate essentially 3 functions from the ansatz.
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d  aYMH ; (31)
with actiondensity





































































































































































































































































































































































































































For brevity, we have not made the functions Ci and Hj explicit by inserting (9), but if
one does one readily veries that the action density is nite everywhere and vanishes at
innity. In addition, we can x the gauge with conditions (14).



















with Pontryaginindexdensity qP given by
2z qP = C1
$
Dz C3 + C2
$
Dz C4 + C5
$





D C8 + C5
$
D C9 + C3
$
Dz C10 + C11
$





@  [ (C5 − 1) (C7C11 − C8C10) + C9 (C3C11 + C4C10)− C12 (C3C8 + C4C7) ]
+ z
!
@ z [ (1− C5) (C2C10 + C1C11)− C6 (C3C11 + C4C10) + C12 (C1C4 − C2C3) ]
+ 
!





















@ operate to the left
and to the right, respectively. Again, we have to insert (9) and implement the gauge
xing conditions (14).
It is possible to get more compact expressions for the Pontryaginindexdensity and
actiondensities; they are given in Appendix C. With (31, 36) one then obtains the nal
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established most easily by use of the Chern-Simons current

















For the ansatz elds at innity (8, 9, 13) the Chern-Simons current vanishes identically
and
QP(WI?) = 0 : (39)
This result for the topological charge QP also follows from the simple observation that the
solution I? lies on a continuous path of congurations (NCL) connected to the vacuum
conguration Wvac = 0, which is topologically trivial QP(0) = 0.
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The ansatz (8 10) is self-consistent, which means that the eld equations (from A=W =
A= = 0) reduce to 16 equations, which are precisely equal to those obtained from
variations Ci and Hj of the ansatz action (31, 36). This agrees with the so-called
principle of symmetric criticality [7], which states that in the quest of stationary points
it suces, under certain conditions, to consider variations that respect the symmetries of
the ansatz (axial and reflection symmetries in our case).
An analytic solution of the resulting non-linear partial dierential equations for the
functions fi(; z;  ) and hj(; z;  ) seems to be impossible and even an accurate numerical
evaluation is a major enterprise, which we have to postpone for the moment. Still, it is
possible to argue that there does exist a non-trivial solution, i. e. a solution dierent from
the vacuum (W = 0, jj2 = 1
2
v2) in whatever complicated gauge. The crucial observation
is that the boundary conditions and symmetries of the ansatz imply the existence of at
least one point where the total Higgs eld vanishes  = 0, which is a gauge invariant
statement.
Consider then the H3 = 0 surface  as it comes in from innity (far out  is, according
to (13), given by the equation z2 +  2 = 2 ). The simplest possibility is that of a single,
connected surface as shown in Fig. 1a. The ansatz (9) gives, in that case, at least
one point on the  -axis with all coecient functions Hj vanishing, i. e.  = 0 there.
Alternatively, the H3 = 0 surface could \pinch o", as shown in Fig. 1b, in which case
the ansatz (9, 27) gives a ring of zeros for the Higgs eld. Whichever possibility is realized
is for the eld equations to decide. The same two basic possibilities occur for the static
sphaleron S?, where the numerical solution of the eld equations appears to indicate the
rst alternative [4]. Hence, one expects also I? to resemble a di-atomic molecule, albeit
on a scale of M−1W  10
−8A.
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the H3 = 0 surface  as it propagates in from the sphere
at innity. A priori there are two possibilities : (a) a single connected surface
embedded in IR4, with Higgs eld vanishing at, generically, two points P1 and
P2 ; (b) a \disconnected" surface in IR
4, with Higgs eld vanishing at R, which
corresponds to a ring of zeros in IR4.
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In this paper we have presented a selfconsistent ansatz for a new constrained instanton I in
SU(2) Yang-Mills-Higgs theory. Further work on the numerical solution of the reduced
eld equations remains to be done, but we can already make some general remarks, see
also [1, 4].
The constrained instanton I? may be thought of as locating the top of the action barrier
for the global SU(2) anomaly [8]. The electroweak standard model has, of course, no
global SU(2) anomaly, the total number of left-handed fermion doublets being even. Still,
the barrier structure in conguration space and the corresponding constrained instanton
solution remain.
A more direct application of I? to the electroweak interactions may be the asymptotics
of Feynman perturbation theory. From the outset it is important to realize [9] that the
electroweak standard model has only been established in (low order) perturbation theory.
High-order contributions cn g
2n to an arbitrary physical observable C may be estimated [5]
by saddle-point approximation of the euclidean path integral. It appears that I? provides
the relevant saddle-point. In particular, the I? negative mode (which projects onto the
non-contractible loop) plays a important ro^le. Assuming there to be a single negative
mode and assuming the integral over the collective coordinate % to be dominated by the









where for the instanton action A?YMH(%) = 16
2=g2 + O(%2v2) is used [1]. If this is indeed
the correct asymptotic behaviour of standard electroweak perturbation theory, then the
series is not even Borel summable. Physics considerations (such as causality and unitarity)
should tell us how to make sense of perturbation theory or, more generally, how to dene
electroweak eld theory non-perturbatively.
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Here, we review the non-contractible loop (NCL) given in [1] and put it in the appropriate
form for the construction of the ansatz in Section 3.
The basic structure of this loop of 4-dimensional congurations is to rst create
and separate (to a distance d ) an BPST-like instanton{anti-instanton pair, then make
a complete relative isospin rotation, and nally collapse and annihilate the pair. For the
present purpose we only need the isospin rotation part of the NCL with loop-parameter
! 2 [−=2;+=2], whereas the whole NCL has ! running from −3=2 to +3=2.
With the same notation as in Section 3 and dening the radial coordinate r2  2 +z2,
the congurations of the NCL are for ! 2 [−=2;+=2]










with the SU(2) matrix
U = i3 e
(!+=2)i3 (x^−  ) e












i1; i2; i3; 12

:
The axial functions f = f(r;  ) and h = h(r;  ) have boundary conditions





h = 1 : (A.3)
This completes our review of the crucial part of the NCL, which is based on the topo-
logically non-trivial loop of mappings U(!) of the sphere at innity S31 into the group
manifold SU(2) = S3.
The NCL congurations (A.1) are axially symmetric and in the notation of (8) the
corresponding coecient functions Ci and Hj are given by
the functions g of [1] are set to unity.
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Only for ! = 0 (and ! = =2) do we have the discrete symmetries described in Section
4.3. In H0, for example, there is a term proportional to 2 sin 2! that breaks the discrete
symmetry (22), whereas the other term proportional to zd respects it.
The ansatz of Section 3 then is a generalization of the conguration (A.4) at the top
(! = 0) of this particular NCL, keeping the axial and discrete symmetries and taking over
the boundary conditions at innity. In fact, the ansatz (8, 9) has a priori 16 independent
functions fi(; z;  ) and hj(; z;  ), whereas the maximal conguration of the NCL (A.1)
has only two, namely f(r;  ) and h(r;  ). This illustrates the degree of generalization
required to obtain an exact solution of the eld equations.
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Here, we list the transformation properties of the coecient functions Ci, Hj of the ansatz
(8) under the residual gauge symmetries (28, 29).



















































































+ cab!b (1− cos Ω)− caΩ sin Ω






where  stands for the variables , z,  , and the indices a, b, c run over the values 1, 2, 3
(as always, there is the summation convention of repeated indices).




































Here, we give the ansatz actiondensities aWKIN, aHKIN, aHPOT and Pontryaginindexdensity
qP in a compact, transparent notation.
First, dene the 3-dimensional coordinates
(y1; y2; y3)  (; z;  ) : (C.1)
Second, introduce the following \isovectors" given in terms of the 12 coecient functions






















which are motivated by the transformation properties (B.1) found in Appendix B. Third,






















 ~k4 ; (C.4)
where the indices ,  take the values 1, 2, 3. With these denitions the Yang-Mills







 ~K2 + 3X
=1
















For the Higgs actiondensity it turns out to be useful to introduce \4-vectors", together
with an implicit euclidean metric of positive signature. First, dene the following 4-vector






























which appeared already in the transformations (B.2) of Appendix B. Third, dene the
matrix

























(HH − 1 )2 ; (C.13)
where the last term in aHKIN mixes the two types of \scalars" (~k4 and H
) of the eective
SO(3) Yang-Mills-Higgs theory found.
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